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“ If we were commanded to erect to the Holy

Spirit a temple of wood and stone, for as much as

God is the sole object of worship, it would .be a clear

proof of His divinity. How much clearer, then, is

the proof now that we are commanded not to erect

one, but to be ourselves His temples.”

Augustine.
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THE BRITISH AND FOREIGN BIBLE SOSIETY.

Work in Korea.

The above Society was the first to record the completion of a quarter of a

century’s work in Korea. The story is interestingly told in the “Historica-

Sketch ” published in connection with the annual report for 1908. From this story

we learn that the first seed sowing by colporteurs preceded the arrival of misl

sionaries by several years.

Through the agency of the National Bible Society of Scotland Chinese Scriptures

were distributed in certain parts of the land as far back as 1865—6 and again in

the year 1879, and it is to this Society that the early honours of so glorious a

work must be given.

In the year 1883 the British and Foreign Bible Society undertook the work
and at once began definite operations, and in the next year—1884—the first

Protestant missionary, Dr. H. N. Allen, entered the country.

Since the above date the Society’s record is one of success and progress, until

the circulation for last year reached a total of no less than 162,687 copies of the

Scriptures. The oldest and noblest names of Korea missionaries are found among
its long list of translators, committeemen, and supporters. One at least, the Rev.

H. G. Appenzeller, sacrificed his life in its interests. Unfortunately many of the

records of the work of the translators were lost in the wreck when Mr. Appenzeller

was drowned, as he was the secretary of the Board-

Each Mission, working in Korea, has a representation on the Bible Committee,

while the Board of Translators consists of five missionaries, (one of whom is sup-

ported by the Bible Societies and devotes his whole time to translation work),

and two native helpers, who are his assistants.

TRANSLATION.

We note it was it the year 1875 that the Rev. John Ross and Rev. John McIntyre

of the Scotch Presbyterian Church in Manchuria, came into contact with Koreans on

the border, and began to study their language.

Finding an educated Korean who could translate the Chinese Scriptures into the

vernacular, they began the work of preparing the Gospels for the Koreans. Three

or four merchants, of Wiju, Koreans who had been baptised by Messers. Ross and

McIntyre, were chosen to act as colporteurs among their own people, and one at least

was able to reach Seoul with about twenty copies in his hands.

In 1879 the Scotch Bible Society refunded Messrs Ross and McIntyre’s expenses

and provided type for a tentative edition of the Gospels of St. Luke and St. John.

Three thousand of these were printed in 1882, but they were found to be in the

dialect of North West Korea, so with the help of a native of the capital an attempt

was made to remove all provincialisms and a fresh thousand were printed in the

pew form.
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With the advent of the British and Foreign Bible Society in 1883, the work of

revision began on the books already translated, and in the same year the Book of

Acts and St. Luke’s Gospel were printed. These were followed in 1884 by the Gospels

of St. Matthew, St. Mark, and the revised St. John.

During the years 1883—86 as many as 15,690 copies of the Ross version of the

Gospels were sold or given away in Korea or on the borders.

In the year 1885 the Gospel of St. Mark was translated by a Korean in Japan

and printed by the American Bible Society. This was the gospel that some of the

first missionaries brought with them when they landed in Korea at the port of

Chemulpo.

Mr. Ross seems to have completed the translation of the whole of the New
Testament in 1887, and edition after edition of the Gospels and the New Testament

were printed and distributed under the direction of the Rev. John Ross and also of

Mr. R. T. Turley, the British and Foreign Bible Society’s agent in Manchuria.

As the first missionaries acquired some knowledge of the language they appointed

some of their number to translate the Scriptures.

At the request of the British and Foreign Bible Society the Ross’ version of the

Gospel of St. Luke was revised by the Rev. Dr. Underwood and published in 1390.

For some years this book, with the Epistle to the Romans (Ross’ version, revised by

W. B. Scranton M. D.) were the only books of the New Testament available for use

pi the churches and for teaching. They may be said to be the foundation upon which

the early Christian Church in Korea was built.

On the demand for a fresh translation Messrs Scranton, Underwood, Appenzeller

and Gale succeeded in completing about two thirds of the New Testament by the end

of 1892 and these were published at the expense of the British and Foreign Bible

Society.

During the same year the Rev. C. M. Fenwick published a limited edition of St.

John with Chinese and Korean in parallel columns.

From the year 1897 to 1900 the work of translation continued, and various

portions were printed separately. The whole translation was based on the Greek Text

underlying the English version, and by the end of 1900 the whole of the New
Testament was completed. This was an occasion of great rejoicing. A public thanks

giving service was held in the capital. The British and America Ministers, repre-

sentative missionaries from all parts, and the Agents of the American and British

Bible Socities were present
;

specially bound New Testaments were presented to the

Translators and their assistants.

The translators next turned their attention to the Old Testament. In 1898 Mr.

A. A. Pieters of the American Bible Society had already prepared a selection from

the Book of Psalms. This yaluable edition was used for a number of years. By the

united efforts of Messrs Underwood, Scranton and Gale the entire Book of Psalms was

translated by 1902.

During the period between 1900 and 1902 the New Testament was undergoing

further revision.

In 1903 the Rev. W. D. Reynolds of the Southern Presbyterian Mission was, in

response to the call, released by his mission to become translator, and to give his whole

time to the work, his salary being provided by the British and Foreign Bible Society
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(Later this was shared by the F. B. S.). In the same year the Revs Underwood and

Gale were allowed by their Board to make Bible Translation their chief work.

In 1906 the Board of Translators was reinforced by the election of the Revs,

W. G. Cramjmd A. A. Pieters.

1904 saw a Tentative Version of the New Testament completed, and a further

and definite revised edition was published in 1906. An edition of the same book in

Mixed Script was published in the same year.

The quarter of a century’s work of Translation closes with the good record of an

authorized version of the New Testament, and tentative version of Genesis, Ex., I. II.

Sam., I, II Kings, Psalms, Proverbs, Isa, and the following books in Press, Lev.

Num, Dent., Josh., Judges, I, II Chron., Eccles, while Job. Ruth, Ezra. Neh., Song

of Sol. Dan. Mai. Hosea, are being verified in preparation for the Press. First drafts

have been made of nearly all the other books of the Old Testament.

Thus the Book has grown from the humble and necessarily imperfect translation

of the Gospels of St. Luke and St. John with its old fashioned and antiquated bind-

ing, to the present leather bound volume of clear print and revised version-indeed a

beautiful and fruitful tree grown from a sapling planted in zeal and faith by the

noble men Ross and McIntyre.

GROWTH OF THE CHURCH ON THE EAST COAST.

J. L. Gerdine.

It has just been my privilege to visit Wonsan after an absense of three years

The port and the section lying to its South was my first field of labor in Korea.

It was then one of the most backward in accepting Christianity. You could go

from Wonsan south, along the coast on the Seoul or Songdo roads for sixty miles

or more without passing a single church and without finding any Christian

homes. The missionaries in traveling were compelled to spend most of their

nights in the inns.

It is gratifying to note, therefore, that within the past few years there has

been a large ingathering, where there was then only a seed sowing. A summer

class was held in Wonsan, for the leaders of the church in this section of the

Wonsan territory and not a county was without a substantial representation. It

gives a new meaning to the growth of the work in Korea to be thus brought

to realize that whole sections are showing the firstfruits of a new life and give

promise of a constantly enlarging development.

The work in Wonsan has grown propotionately. The church of which I was

pastor, formerly worshiped in a native building into which about one hundred

and fifty could be crowded. The new building seats comfortably three times that

number and is well filled at the reguler services. Besides this another congrega-

tion has been organized with promising outlook for future growth. Wonsan and

the East Coast will have a worthy part in the gospel regeneration of Korea.
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METHODIST CONFERENCE- 1909.

B. W. Billings.

The Second Session of the Korea Annual Conference of the Methodist Episcopal

Church was held at the First Methodist Episcopal Church in Pyeng Yang June

23-29, 1909, Bishop M. C. Harris presiding. This mission now has 22 men mis-

sionaries, 16 wives of missionaries, and 20 single women of the W. F. M. S. or a

total of 58 workers in Korea so that in their annual sessions they are beginning

to enjoy the added enthusiasm which increased numbers always afford. The conference

was marked throughout by the spirit of sincere fellowship and brotherly love in which

all its discussions and deliberations were conducted. As this year marks the Quarter

Centennial of Methodist work in Korea there was added to the inspiration, which

always comes from such a meeting with fellow-workers a spirit of profound but humble

thanks giving to Almighty God for the marvelous triumphs and rapid growth which

the Kingdom of God has made in Korea in that brief time.

The Conference was peculiarly fortunate in its visitors this year. Especially did

we esteem the honor of having with us Bishop and Mrs. J. W. Bashford of Peking,

China. The Bishop gave a series of addresses at the morning devotional hour,

special addresses on work in China, and preached on Conference Sunday. Those who
heard him will go in the strength of that spiritual food for many days. The visit

seemed to be providential and the memory of it is a benediction.

The Hon. Charles W. Fairbanks, formerly Vice-President of the United States,

and Mrs. Fairbanks, spent Sunday June 27th, in Pyeng Yang. In an address to a

large Korean audience, Mr. Fairbanks gave an eloquent tribute to the power of the

religion of Jesus Christ to reform the laws, customs and institutions of nations. He
attributed any success he may have attained and any good which he may have ac-

complished to the training which he received in the Church and her schools.

Other visitors were
;
Dr. D. S. Spencer, agent of the Methodist Publishing House,

in Tokyo, Japan
;
Dr. Shares, secretary of Board of Missions of the Canada Methodist

Episcopal Church; Rev. E. C. Hennigar of the Canadian Mission in Japan; and

several brethren of the Northern Presbyterian and Southern Methodist Missions in

Korea.

The total number of elementary day schools is 194 an increase of 34^, the number

of pupils in the same 5,728 an increase of 30^, the total number of Sunday Schools

230 an increase of 37%, of pupils in the same 22,862 an increase of 58%, the total

number of churches and chapels 323 an increase of 34^.

But Christianity can largely be judged by the grip it gets on the pocket nerve.

The Korean Church, out of what is universally admitted to be extreme poverty,

gave Yen 66,716 or $33,357 for the 15 months from March 1908 to June 1909. This

meant $1,43* gold for every member and probationer in Korea.
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SOME IMPRESSION'S OF A NEW RECRUIT.

A. H. Norton, M. D.

Not quite one year has elapsed since our arrival in Korea, and nearly all of this

time has been spent in the inland city of Yeng Byen except for an occasional trip

to near by places, and to Seoul. It is a quiet, conservative old town, hemmed in

by mountains which, until very recently, seem to have made it quite oblivious to

the changes going on outside. Seven years ago Rev. Charles Morris found it very

difficult to gain access to the place, even being warned to leave if he valued his life.

Notwithstanding persistent returns three years elapsed before he gained a convert.

However after he and Mrs. Morris took up their residence here in 1905 the sentiment

rapidly changed so that our first impression of the place when we arrived last September

was of the unusual cordiality of our reception and the friendlines of the people in

general, both Christian and heathen. We have been spared the discouragement of the

pioneers except, I might say, those connected with the language study.

In common with all new arrivals we have been impressed with the low standard

of living and lack of ambition and progress- which characterize the Korean untouched

by the influence of the Western world, especially Christianity. These have been so

often enlarged upon that I shall pass them by. My brief experience of ten months

in dispensary work in my little Korean hut has strongly impressed me with the thought

that “ My people are destroyed from lack of knowledge.” Bound down by tradition

and precedent and superstition, the practice of the native physician has very little in

it that is rational, and much that is barbarous. A number of the people realize this

and freely confess more faith in the foreign doctor than in the fire, needles, and other

applications of the native. We therefore have the first requisite of a new and sue-
j

cessful regime, namely, a willingness to learn. In view of their great needs, far in I

excess of the missionary’s ability to minister, and in view of their readiness to receive

the proffered aid, which let us hope will at all times be well ballasted with the glad

news of salvation, I have wondered if the main concern of the medical missionary

shouldn’t be to fit a selected group of young men to work among their people, telling

the story and exhibiting the spirit of the Master while they follow His example in
j

ministering to their ailments ? I do not set this forth as a new idea, but simply as a

strong impression of opportunity, need and means of meeting it. I believe that our

hospitals should become schools of instruction in the fundamental and mechanical

sides of our work even though the theoretical must be largely let alone for the present.

In addition to this, there is another need which the young men, no matter how well

equipped they may be, will not be able to supply, and that is the work of the nurse.

If in connection with each hospital we could have a group of nurses, also trained in -

the fundamentals of hygiene and the care of the sick, and especially in the care of

children, who could visit the homes and hold classes, perhaps in company with Bible

women, it seems to me that untold good could be accomplished to lift the people out of
‘

squalor, to reduce suffering and to save the lives and souls of many people.

These are a few impressions regarding the opportunities and needs of the medical
work as they have appealed to a neophyte. Doubtless every medical man on the field

has had similar impressions, perhaps to be corrected by a riper experience. But 4

whatever the method pursued, the need for what trained physicians and nurses can
|

supply is very great.
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At our various Mission meetings we spend a little time in looking back to the

beginnings of Christian work in Korea, for it is twenty-five years since work by the

Protestant Church began. There are many who came early who are greatly honored

as belonging to those who gave their lives for the work
;
Dr. Heron, Dr. W. J. Hall

and the Rev. H. G. Appenzeller being among them. Then there are others who are

now carrying on the work who are identified with the beginnings; Dr. Underwood,

Mrs. M. F. Scranton, Dr. W. B. Scranton, Miss Annie Ellers, M.D., Dr. Lillias

Horton, Miss Rothweiler.

We have many societies here. First are the Roman Catholics, with thousands of

church members. The French priests first came to Korea from China, more than a

hundred years ago. A number suffered martyrdom, and one’s blood is stirred to read

of them. Since 1884, we have the following societies:

British and Foreign Bible Society,

Bible Society of Scotland,

American Bible Society,

Church of England Mission,

Methodist Episcopal, North,

Methodist Episcopal, South,

Northern Presbyterian,

Southern Presbyterian,

Australian Presbyterian,

Canadian Presbyterian,

American Baptist,

Young Men’s Christian Association.
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Plymouth Brethren,

Salvation Army,

Seventh Day Adventist.

Among the many reasons the missionary in Korea is so happy in being here is

the great ease with which the different societies carry on their work without in any

way interfering with others. Relations have always been pleasant. With the many
Koreans turning to us for teaching, and with the love they give us, we missionaries

in Korea consider ourselves blessed beyond measure.

This year being the twenty fifth Anniversary of the inauguration of Protestant

Missions in Korea the following information will be of interest:

—

Sept. 20, 1884 H. N. Allen, a physician of the American Presbyterian Mission in China,

arrived and was appointed physician to the TJ. S. Legation and later to

the Korean Government and British and Japanese Legations.

April 5, 1885 Rev. H. G. Underwood of the American Presbyterian Mission arrived

and formally opened Protestant mission work.

May 1, 1885 Rev. W. B. Scranton, M.D., arrived, followed shortly by Rev. H. G-

Appenzeller, who had previously visited Chemulpo for a few days. They

opened work for the American Methodist Mission.

vide “ Korea : Fact an Fancy.

IN HEATHEN KOREA.

Soul, Korea, December 16, 1892.

To the Editor of The Christian Herald

:

At our Annual Meeting in August I was appointed to the Pyong Yang Circuit,

which includes the territory from Soul to Pyong Yang, a distance of one hundred

and eighty miles. We loaded our little pack ponies with drugs and books, and started

on our tiresome journey over rough roads, fording streams and climbing mountains.

I have the privilege of being the first missionary appointed to exclusive work in the

interior. I praise God for the privilege of carrying the Gospel to these who have

never heard of it before. My work is entirely pioneer work.

Last spring when I first visited Pyong Yang an edict was issued prohibiting the

buying of our books. This fall I have sold over six hundred copies of Christian

books without the slightest opposition. The people appear to be anxious to buy and

read. They are manifesting a deep interest in Christianity, and we are looking for

glorious results. God is wonderfully opening up our way, for which we praise him

and ascribe to Him all the glory.

We feel deeply grateful to the many friends in the home land who are bearing

us up with their prayers and helping us in this glorious work of carrying the Gospel

to the “ regions beyond.”

Yours in Jesus,

T&. J. Hall.
From “Life of William Janies Hall” by Rosetta Sherwood Hall
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MISSIONARY JOURNAL.
Marriage :

At Seoul, 1st Sept., Rev. James W. Hitch and Miss Ruby Lilly, both of the

Southern Methodist Mission.

Birth :

At Kwang Ju, 22 August, to Rev. and Mrs. J. Foreman Preston, Southern Presby-

terian Mission, a son.

Death :

At Kangwha, 22 August, Rhoda, wife of Rev. Hillary, of the English Church

Mission.

Arrivals :

August, Dr. and Mrs. H. G. Underwood,

Rev. and Mrs. F. S. Miller and one child,

Rev. and Miss C. E. Sharpe and three children,

Rev. and Mrs. A. G. Welbon and three children,

Miss Yelma L. Snook,

Miss Lucelle Campbell,

Miss Grace L. Davis,

Miss Anna McKee,

Miss Hilda Helstrom,

Miss Mary McKenzie,

Miss Eva Florence Plummer,

Dr. A. G. Fletcher, all of the Northern Presbyterian Mission.

Dr. Kent, and wife of the Northern Methodist Mission.

WHY SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS CAME TO KOREA.

By Mimi Scharffenberg.

In June of 1904, a Korean, passing through Japan on his way to Hawaii, was

attracted to one of our Missions by a sign over the door. He was invited inside and

became interested in studying the truths of the Bible. Soon this man brought another

Korean who bebame very much interested and later returned to Korea. Having

studied, while in Japan, with regard to the Sabbath, the soon coming of the Saviour,

and kindred subjects, he began to make this truth known to hia countrymen.

It was not long until quite a company were keeping the Sabbath and believed

in the soon coming of Christ. They wrote many letters to Japan begging that some

one should come and teach them further.

In response to their letters one of our Japanese brethren, though understanding

scarcely a word of Korean, made a visit to this field. The Koreans who sent for

help knew only a few words of Japanese so their only way of communication was by

writing in Chinese characters. Being so handicapped in the language one can

readily see that mistakes and misunderstandings could easily be made. But the

interest still spread and appeals were sent to America for some one to be stationed

in Korea.
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It was in the fall of 1905 that our first workers came from America. Although

our numbers here kept increasing, it soon became evident that about all they under-

stood of our faith was that we believed the seventh day of the week was the Sabbath

and that Jesus was soon coming. It was nessecary, of course, to begin at the begin-

ning and tegch them the principles of our faith. But in order to do this we had

to wait until we had a knowledge of the language. It has taken some time for us

to instruct those who came to us and find out how many were really converted and

could be taken into church fellowship.

Anyone not knowing the unfavorable circumstances under which our work began,

and seeing the numbers professing to belong to us, might have easily received a

wrong impression of our work.

We are not here to pull down the work of other denominations. Our require-

ments for admittance into church fellowship are, perhaps, more than others require.

Among some of the things required are the following:— An understanding of the

principles of the Gospel; A change of life spoken of by John the Baptist as “fruits

meet for repentance ”
;
An observance of the Sabbath as taught by the decalogue

;

and the giving up of tobbacco, liquor, and harmful indulgences.

We enjoy working for and with this people and are here for two reasons :

—

First, in fulfillment of the great commission—“ Go ye therefore, and teach all nations,

baptizing them in the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Chost:

Teaching them to observe all things whatsoever I have commanded you,” and Second

—because of the many earnest appeals from the Koreans to come and teach them the

way of life.

August 16, 1909.

To the Editor of the Korea Mission Field :

—

You, and many of your readers are acquainted with the fact of the inauguration

of the SEOUL SANITARIUM, but you may not be aware of certain features of the

undertaking.

It is already in working operation, and is beginning to prove that there is a

call for such an institution, and that it will have a sphere of usefulness. To the

name of Sanitarium, might be added that of Rest cure, for a release from one’s

usual routine, under favorable circumstances, often provides a means for the recovery

of energy before a complete break-down has been reached
;
and a return to the home

land, and not infrequently a complete retirement from active li/e is made necessary.

A celebrated lawyer was once asked for a short and appropriate warning for railroad

crossings, and won a large fee for the simple sentence, “ Stop, listen, danger.” Many

missionaries aqd workers in the Far East need to heed this warning, and to do so

would amply repay them, if done in time.

To be able to rest, and recuperate effectively, a suitable place is required, and it

is the intention of the SEOUL SANITARIUM not only to minister to the needs

of the sick in actuality, but to provide a place also where the adjuvants to returning

health may be found, under the care of a physician and nurses.

The institution is primarily for the purpose which its name im^jies. When how-

ever its accommodations are not needed for patients, other guests who may desire a
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place of rest and quiet, may avail themselves of its facilities. This may be found

convenient in the time of large gatherings in Seoul, when it often happens that

suitable, or sufficient accommodations are not easy to obtain.

At present eight rooms on the compound are ready for use. Already ground has

been broken for the new and more commodious structure, where the purposes of the

institution, and the comfort and requirements of the guests can be better secured. It

is expected that the new building will be ready for occupation by the first of January

at the latest. The new building will be heated by steam, and be airy and comforta-

ble in all seasons of the year. It will all be under one roof, or connected by closed

corridors. It is to be provided with baths of various character, and is already equip-

ed with electrical appliances for treatments.

This place isexclusively for foreigners. It is provided in the hopes, and faith

that such an institution is needed, and can be a help to many who shall avail them-

selves of its facilities. Inquiries, inspection, and suggestions will be gladly received.

The proprietor will be glad to mail a prospectus to any who would like to see

same.
Yours sincerely,

W. B. SCRANTON.

t Proprietor.

Selected papers from “ Chosen Circle.”

SACRIFICIAL FOODS.

\

r

John F. Genso.
March 5, 1909.

The limited information I received pertains only to foods sacrificed in connection

with ancestral worship.

In a previous meeting we were told that the Koreans believed that a man
possesses three souls, now these souls have the same needs after death as before and

the survivors must minister to them.

A short time after a person’s death has been announced a table is spread outside

and food is displayed thereon for the spirits that have come for the dead, three bowls

of rice for the three great spirits and a. large bowl for their attendants, who are

supposed to number twelve in the case of the death of a man and nine if the deceased

be a woman.

During the regular three years of mourning a dish of fruit is constantly kept

before the tablet of the deceased.

The sacrifices on the anniversary day of the death of parents can be as elaborate

as the purse will allow, but the sacrifices must always be of an odd number.

Rice without being mixed with any other article is only used on anniversary days.

The following is a list of some of the foods used:

—

Rice, soup, clean wine, all kinds of fruits—nuts—and biscuits, dried beef, sweet

rice, cake, “ kuksu,” vegetables, salted fish, “kimchi,” a sort of pancake made of fresh

fish mixed with egg, etc. All is placed on a table in front of the tablet and taken away.

Then the following must be observed whether the people are rich or poor. A bowl

of wine is placed upon the table and then it is passed to those worshipping, meat is
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then brought in and taken away. Wine is again brought in and passed around. Next

fish is sacrificed and again the same performance with the wine, and lastly chicken

or pheasants are sacrificed. This is all done at midnight of the day previous to the

anniversary.

In nearly all the sacrifices the above mentioned foods are used so I will only

mention the special food for special days.

First Day First Moon.

Sacrifices are made in the morning.

Cake—soup.

Fifteenth Day First Moon.

Medicine—rice.

Made of honey, date, chestnut or walnut and mixed with rice.

Middle of Spring.

Fur—cake.

Sacrificed at grave and at home.

Made by steaming the leaves of the fur tree and mixing the liquid with the

dough.

Third Day, Third Moon.

Only a little cake, fruit and nuts.

Fifth Day, Fifth Moon.

Hollow cake made with wine.

Fifteenth Day, Sixth Moon.

Rice cake dipped in honey water.

Seventh Day, Seventh Moon.

Wheat flour pan cake.

Fifteenth Day, Eighth Moon.

Fur cake, same as used in the middle of Spring.

Ninth Day, Ninth Moon.

Flower cake. Made out of rice flour and through the dough yellow flowers

are placed to form fancy figures, then they fry this creation.

Middle of Winter.

Always eleven days before our New Years day,

Red bean “ chuk.”

Whenever fresh fruit, nuts, or certain vegetables appear for the first time during

the various seasons, they sacrifice them.

I was told something about the government selecting an officer to sacrifice raw

flesh to the spirit of the mountains.

GOVERNMENT SACRIFICES TO HEAVEN.

Won Ku Tak.

Name of the garden where they go to sacrifice.

First and Eleventh Moon.

The following articles are used to sacrifice to the Sun, Moon, Stt»s, Wind, Rain,

Thunder, Mountains, Rivers, Sea :

—
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Red wine, nuts (with outside shell), dried beef, sweet rice, oxhead, pighead, fresh

beef and mutton.

During a drought the Emperor will give an order for special sacrifices for rain,

and vice versa for clear weather, the above foods being used.

Sacrifices at the Imperial Ancestral Temple.
'

1st, 4th, 7th, 10th, and last Moon.

Boiled yellow and green grain, red wine, nuts, etc.

At the Imperial Grave.

Twice a Year.

Rice, soup, clean wine, biscuits, fruit, nuts, vegetables, but no chicken, fish, or

meats of any kind.

KOREAN NEW YEAR SUPERSTITIONS SUPERSTITIONS.

M. M. Albertson.

The Korean people live in a world of spirits. The Mountains, trees and rivers

are inhabited by spirits who can at pleasure do them harm. Therefore, they endeavor

to foil these enemies by deception or sacrifice. The first fifteen day?, of the New
Year are full of superstitious rites, some of which are as follows

:

Very early in the morning before the sun is up each family must send out and

purchase a bamboo ladle with which to dip their rice. This will bring prosperity to

the home during the year.

If a drink of native wine is taken early in the morning of the first day it will

prevent deafness during the year.

Also early on the morning of the first day branches of thorn ash are placed over

the door or gate in order to prevent the entrance of evil spirits.

The various members of the family secretly tie a bow of scarlet thread on each

other’s garment which means “ I wish you a happy New Year.”

During the first three days of the New Year etiquette does not permit women to

appear on the streets or visit other homes because their presence would mean bad

luck.

No one wearing a mourner’s garb may visit friends during the first seven days of

the New Year lest he take with him evil spirits.

The first twelve days carry the names of Snake, sheep, monkey, chicken, dog, pig,

rat, ox, tiger, rabbit, dragon and snake. There was probably at one time a myth

connected with each day. It is said tliat because the rabbit is a timid animal people

are easily frightened on rabbit day. The men rise early in the morning and go about

the house in a brave manner in order to assure the women that there is no danger

on this day. The women remain in doors all day. If the day is passed without

fear, the year will be one of prosperity.

On the fifteenth day a branch of a juniper tree and a bone of a horse are tied

together and placed over the door of the home. This is done to frighten the spirits

away. ^
There is a little family book of omens common in all homes which warns of
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coming danger and gives the preventive. For instance, if a birthday comes at a cer-

tain evil time the book will advise that cooked rice be offered to the river spirits.

The river spirits are fond of cooked rice or that rice be thrown in the well. Or

perhaps this book of wisdom will say that in order to prevent a certain severe

illness a substitute should bn male in the form of a straw doll, which will

meet the wo rst enemy, death, as a substitute for the one in danger. A picture

of the person is drawn on paper on which the name, age, height and weight

are written. This paper, with as many pieces of money as the person is years old,

is put inside of the doll, which is then placed in the bed. Late in the evening when

the beggar boys come outside calling for such dolls, it is given to them. They take

the coins, offer a prayer to the spirits for the one it is supposed to represent and

throw the straw away.

No boy can endure abuse, aud particularly a Korean boy, therefore, in order to

prevent it, he must paint a red picture of the sun on paper and with the use of a

long pole place it on the house roof and bow to it three or four times.

The fifteenth day is also ground hog day. It indicates the weather of the coming

year. If there is sickness or trouble in the family one member, probably the mother,

will rip the white collar band from the garment and tie it on a bush or tree, praying

to the spirits for the recovery of the sick one. Or perhaps she will go to a big tree,

place a sheet of paper in cylindrical form in front, bow and make her prayer, then

set fire to the top of the cylinder. As the fire creeps downward the prayer is granted

if the ashes ascend, bnt if they descend the prayer is denied.

On the evening of the fifteenth a great cat called the “ King of Cats ” comes

down from heaven. There is supposed to be only one for all the world. Every

member of the family must not fail to hide his shoes on the night of the fifteenth

for it is believed that if this cat succeeds in finding a pair of shoes and tries them

on, the person owning them will hive ill luck all the year. An attempt is made to

frighten it away by burning hair outside the gate early in the eve. At midnight the

cat returns to heaven and in order to deceive it regarding the hour, a wire screen is

placed outside the door and as the cat attempts to enter the house he steps on the

screen, becomes interested in counting the meshes until the hour of danger (midnight)

is past. If the cat does not succeed in getting in the house before midnight the

family will be prosperous all the year.

The houses are well lighted ou the evening of the fifteenth. When the family

has gathered for the night they light a candle for each member of the family and

watch them burn. If there are many candles, it is a very happy home.

M. M. Albertson.
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PREPARATION OF THE BODY FOR BURIAL.

Maud Saxe Greenfield.

Immediately at death a watcher is appointed and there is provision made for

relieving him at stated intervals so that the body is never alone.

When the last breath has been drawn the body is placed upon a plank always

with the head pointing south, and the feet toward the north. Usually the jaw is not

tied but the head is so propped by a pillow that the jaw is against the chest.

The body is bathed entirely with warm water, a piece of paper being used as a

wash cloth, though sometimes a piece of linen is employed. Then new clothes are

put upon the person. If the family is rich, every article is new and of excellent

quality. If poor, as many new garments as can be afforded.

The hair is dressed more loosely than worn in life and one ancient custom is to

work into the hair dressing all the old hair combings saved from years back. All

extracted teeth and nail and toe nail parings are tied up in a bag and placed beside

the corpse.

The wealthy place a jewel in the mouth before burial. This jewel is a clam

pearl, very rare—found only in one river the—Nak-Tong Kang. It is supposed to

give the spirit power to accomplish any delightful projects in the next life, a sort of

Aladdin’s lamp.

There seems to be no attempt at embalming, though the water used for the bathing

of the body is perfumed with extract of sweet woods. When the body in the coffin

is kept in the house a long time before burial, they depend upou the painting or

lacquering of the coffin to assist in destroying odor.

When I inquired about a shroud of any particular pattern the teacher told me
that the last wrapping placed over all the regular clothes is a kind of winding sheet.

I This is cut into ribbons on the edges at stated intervals so as to tie seven knots

I between the head and feet. This mystical seven bears some meaning from the Seven

I stars or Pleaides which are supposed to influence men for good during all of their

|
existence.

In the book of funeral ceremonies all instructions for the body’s care as well as

| other funeral observances are given.

These seem to be the main points which I have secured from Mr. Hulburt’s book,

I
“ The Passing of Korea ” and from an afternoon’s conversation with our teacher. He

I was quite shocked that we should be obliged to talk upon such a grusome topic and

kept gently remonstrating by saying. u Pueen, this is an exceedingly peculiar kind

of conversation for us ” but upon explaining its purpose he heartily gave his

co-operation.
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ADVANCE FIGURES FROM REPORT OF CHAI RYUNG STATION,
1908 ’09.

Contributions for the year in U. S$
Church and Congregational Expenses 3,340.72

Education 6,574.91

Building and Repairs 1,834.66

Missions 623.46

Miscellaneous 2,235.55

Total 14,609.30

This comes to a trifle less than $1 per capita for the whole number of adherents,

15,300, which includes men, women, and children of all degrees of faith.

Membership Figures.

Groups 151. Baptized adults 4009 Total Adherents 15,300. Baptized this year
j

1,205. Catechumens received this year 1910. Schools 101, Teachers 138, Pupils boys
j

1965, girls 459.

All schools are totally self-supporting.

Chai Ryung Academy. Begun in September, 1908. It is managed, taught,

disciplined, and financed by the Koreans. Enrollment 68, of whom 61 finished the

year. Two classes have three teachers this year, and next we expect to have three

classes and four teachers. Receipts were $316.28, about 1/3 from tuition and the

rest from collections and gifts.

Normal Class for school teachers. One month in the Spring. This also is under 1

Korean management and financed by the Church. Enrollment 83 men and 32 women
in 7 divisions, with 8 Korean and 3 foreign teachers. Expenses about $75,2/3 from

tuition, the balance from gifts.

Bible Study Classes. For men 189 ;
for women 43. Attendance men 10,845,

women 2,836, total 13,681.

Deducting 25% for those enrolled more than once, a safe figure, we have a net
\

attendance of 9,511. That is, almost 2/3 of the Christians in our field attended at I

least one special class to study the Bible. Our field includes about 750,000 people, of I

who 2% are already enrolled as Christians and Keeping Sunday. The time of these

Classes varies from 6 days to 10. Taking 4 as a safe average, we have 4 times 13,631, i

or 54,724 days, equal to almost 150 years, spent by these people in special Bible Study,
j

Comparative Table of the Station reports from the opening year.

Year. Groups. Churches. Communicants. Baptisms. Contributions.

1905-

D6 95 5 2,000 300 $3,000.00

1906-

'07 98 5 2,329 417 4,405.01

1907-

/08 140 6 2,974 612 9,157.12

1908-

'09 151 10 4,009 1.205 14,609.30

Station Committee on Statistics, 1909.

Wade Koons.






